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Independent Yacht Charter Brokers

We’re yacht charter brokers, agents of yacht owners and operators. We’re

independent, just like you – free to make our choices and o!er yachts from

any owner or charter fleet, anywhere. The independent advice we o!er

and the bookings we make on your behalf can only be impartial because

we are not charter-yacht operators, nor are we tied to any.

We make it clear who owns and operates the yacht you will be sailing, long before you decide to

book. We are proud to o!er the yachts and organisations we represent, they are the best, we don’t

recommend any other.

How can we help you?

So whose boat should you sail on? Who can you rely on to deliver all those promises you read

about? Which of the many yacht- or fleet-owners o!er good boats, which are bad and which

are just plain indi!erent? Where should you go? How can you know all this in advance? Ask us

– the “bad” and “indi!erent” are not represented here.

We have sailed many (not all) of the vast range of vessels we o!er and have enjoyed many of

the destinations we suggest, and we’re still exploring. Our experience over the past twenty

five years covers most of our chartering destinations. The yachts we o!er come

recommended because we know them and, most importantly, the people who run them.
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Yacht Charter Experts �

No Added Cost to You �

A Helping Hand �

Why Choose Nigel James Yacht Charter?

Your business is important to us and we’d like you to come back to us again. Many do. You will only

do that if you’re happy and we’ll do all we can to ensure you are. Consider us your link between

those far-o!, dream-like places and home. We’re sailors, too, so we know what this feels like.

You sail your dream, we’ll take care of the details. Get in touch and let us help you find the perfect

yacht for your dream journey.
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Nigel James is an expert yacht charter

broker, helping you charter the best in

the industry, whether you're looking

for bareboat or crewed yachts, sailing

yachts or motor yachts. He is former

Chairman of the Yacht Charter

Association, and a member of CYBA INTERNATIONAL, The

Charter Yacht Brokers Association, the prestigious industry

association of charter brokers. He takes care of the details so

you can simply sail your dream. Want to find out what makes

NJYC Special?  Read more »
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CT14 8AF

England

+44 1304 374706 

Conscious Catamaran

Now Available for Charter

Huge autumn discounts

in Greece
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